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Introduction - globus.org

Globus endpoints, grouped by number of deployments in a 
single location. (Some endpoints geolocate erroneously to the 
center of countries.)

The Globus transfer service is a cloud-
hosted software-as-a-service, to  provide 
convenient, reliable and secure file transfers 
service between pairs of storage systems
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Figure 1: Structure of a Globus end-to-end �le transfer from
source (le�) to destination (right), managed by cloud service.

work, in §7 discuss the broader applicability of our work, and in §8
summarize our conclusions and brie�y discuss future work.

2 BACKGROUND ON THE GLOBUS SERVICE
�e Globus transfer service is a cloud-hosted so�ware-as-a-service
implementation of the logic required to orchestrate �le transfers
between pairs of storage systems [2] (see Figure 1). A transfer
request speci�es, among other things, a source and destination; the
�les and/or directories to be transferred; and (optionally) whether
to perform integrity checking (enabled by default) and/or to encrypt
the data (disabled by default). Globus can transfer data with either
the GridFTP or HTTP protocol; we focus here on GridFTP transfers,
since HTTP support has been added only recently. GridFTP extends
FTP with features required for speed, reliability, and security.

Globus has been running since late 2010, providing us with a con-
siderable body of transfer performance data. In the work described
here, we consider transfers through the end of 2015. �ese transfers
involved ⇠26K endpoints, each running Globus Connect so�ware,
and 46K unique edges (source–destination endpoint pairs for which
at least one transfer has occurred). Figure 2 shows endpoints for
which location data are available [8].

�ese data have limitations: we know relatively li�le about the
endpoints and networks involved in many transfers and li�le or
nothing about competing load. Nevertheless, we can learn some
general features about transfer characteristics and performance, as
we show in subsequent sections.

3 A SIMPLE ANALYTICAL MODEL
We introduce a simple analytical model for themaximum achievable
end-to-end �le transfer rate for a given source and destination. We
validate this model using both experimental and historical data and
draw conclusions about the model’s accuracy.

Figure 2: Globus endpoints, grouped by number of deploy-
ments in a single location [8]. (Some endpoints geolocate
erroneously to the center of countries.)

3.1 Maximum achievable transfer rate
As shown in Figure 1, an end-to-end �le transfer engages three
subsystems: source endpoint, network, and destination endpoint.
�e maximum achievable transfer rate, Rmax , cannot be more than
the minimum of the maximum rates achievable by each subsystem:

R

max  min(DRmax ,MMmax ,DWmax ), (1)

where DRmax is the maximum achievable disk read rate on the
source endpoint, MMmax is the maximum achievable memory-to-
memory transfer rate from source to destination (including the
network transfer), and DWmax is the maximum achievable disk
write rate on the destination endpoint.

To test Equation 1, we conducted data transfer experiments be-
tween ESnet testbed nodes to determine Rmax , DWmax , DRmax , and
MMmax separately. �e ESnet testbed comprises identical hardware
deployed at three DOE labs in the United States (Argonne: ANL;
Brookhaven: BNL; and Lawrence Berkeley: LBL) and at CERN in
Geneva, Switzerland. Each system features a powerful Linux server
con�gured as a data transfer node (DTN) [11], with an appropriately
con�gured high-speed storage system and 10 Gb/s network link.
We use transfers from /dev/zero to disk and from disk to /dev/null
on each DTN to measure DW and DR separately; from /dev/zero on
source to /dev/null on destination to measure MM; and from disk
on source to disk on destination to measure R. We performed at
least �ve repetitions of each experiment and selected the maximum
observed values as Rmax , DWmax , DRmax , and MMmax .

Table 1 gives our results. We see that all edges are consistent
with Equation 1.

3.2 Extending the model to other endpoints
Of the 46K unique edges in the Globus log records studied here,
36,599 had been used for only a single transfer, 16,562 for �10
transfers, 2,496 for �100 transfers, and 182 for �1000 transfers. We
focus in this work on the 2,496 edges with �100 transfers. For most
of these endpoints, we cannot get the access that would be required
to measure DRmax , DWmax , and MMmax , information that is also
not measured by the GridFTP servers. Instead, we estimate these
quantities, as we now describe.



Motivation

Extract factors that affect the transfer performance based on domain 

knowledge, and study their importance (explanation); 

Build models to predict transfer performance (prediction); 

Model based performance optimization (optimization, future work). 

Armed with a large collection of Globus wide-area file transfer records, and experiments 
performed in the ESnet testbed environment, we want to:

Explanation 

Model-based 
Prediction

Model-based 
optimization

How does it work?
What is affecting the 

performance? 

What’s the relationship 
between X(in) and Y(out)?

How can we adapt X to make 
it work more efficiently?

[If you know yourself and your enemy, you'll never lose a battle. — The art of war by Sun Tzu]



Outline

Background & Motivation; 

Which factors are affecting the transfer performance (qualitatively)? 

Deriving features based on domain knowledge, to explain transfer performance (quantitively).   

Building models to make prediction by using derived features (validate feature explainability). 

Conclusion and future work.



What affect transfer performance?

1) Transfer file characteristic, e.g., file size; 

2) Tunable transfer parameters, e.g., concurrency (flying files), parallelism; 

3) Contentions from other simultaneous Globus transfers (known to us) and, 

4) Contentions from other programs (unknown to us), e.g., sharing PFS with SC, network. 
(a way to clean the data) 

For a given endpoint pair:

4 kinds (3 known and 1 unknown):



File characteristics:
What affect transfer performance? -1

Large transfers with big average file size are more likely to have better performance. 
I.E, The startup cost is high. 



Tunable transfer parameters
What affect transfer performance? -2

nersc.gov colorado.edu

ucar.edu jlab.org

Aggregated concurrency versus aggregated throughput on the data transfer node.



What affect transfer performance?

Transfer file characteristic, e.g., file size; 

Tunable transfer parameter, e.g., concurrency, parallelism and pipeline; 

Contentions from other Globus transfers (known to us).

Contentions from non-globus programs (unknown to us), e.g., sharing storage, network.
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Contention from simultaneous globus transfers (I/O, NIC, CPU & RAM):
What affect transfer performance -3?

Features to explain a transfer

Figure 5: File characteristics versus transfer performance.

comprising transfers with average �le size below and above the
median in each group, respectively.

Figure 5 shows our results. We observe that transfers with
smaller total size achieve a lower rate than do transfers with larger
total size. Within each total size bucket, transfers with higher aver-
age �le size achieve a higher rate than do those with lower average
�le size. Note that the average rates for “small �les” and “big �les”
transfers are not always directly comparable across di�erent total
size buckets, because a larger total size does not necessarily mean
a larger average �le size. For example, the average �le size of “big
�les” transfers in the “86 GB total bytes” bucket is less than for the
“big �les” transfers in the “72 GB total bytes” bucket. Similarly, the
reason for the small di�erence between the average rates for “big
�les” and “small �les” in the “91 GB total bytes” bucket is that the
average �le sizes in those two groups are similar.

Figure 6 presents a view of overall transfer characteristics across
all edges. Each transfer is plo�ed according to its transfer size and
estimated transfer distance (great circle distance between source
and destination, a lower bound), with color denoting the transfer
rate. We see again evidence of tremendous variety in transfer char-
acteristics, with transfer sizes ranging from 1 byte to close to a
petabyte and transfer rates from 0.1 bytes/second to a gigabyte/sec-
ond. Transfer rate clearly correlates somewhat with transfer size
and distance, as we would expect. Note the clear distinction be-
tween intracontinental and intercontinental transfers.

4.3 Load measurements
We saw in Figure 3 how transfer rate varies with what we de�ned
in §3.2 as relative external load. �is dependence re�ects the reality
that Globus data transfers occur in a shared resource environment.
Each transfer may contend with both other Globus transfers and
other non-Globus tasks that engage the same source and/or desti-
nation endpoint. We have information about the competing Globus
transfers from Globus logs; here we integrate domain knowledge
of the GridFTP protocol and implementation with Globus log data
to de�ne features that we expect to in�uence transfer rate.

4.3.1 Accounting for competing Globus transfers. �e perfor-
mance of a Globus transfer may be degraded by competing load
from other simultaneous Globus transfers that engage the same
source and/or destination endpoint. We know a lot about these
transfers from Globus logs; the question is how we should translate

Figure 6: Transfer size vs. estimated transfer distance; color
encodes transfer rate.

Table 2: Notation used in this article. We use the lower 15
terms as features in our models.

srck Source endpoint of transfer k.
dstk Destination endpoint of transfer k.
Tsk Start time of transfer k.
Tek End time of transfer k.
Rk Average transfer rate of transfer k.
N�t Number of faults a transfer experienced.
Ksin Contending incoming transfer rate on srck .
Ksout Contending outgoing transfer rate on srck .
Kdin Contending incoming transfer rate on dstk .
Kdout Contending outgoing transfer rate on dstk .
C Concurrency: Number of GridFTP processes.
P Parallelism: Number of TCP channels per process.
Ssin Number of incoming TCP streams on srck .
Ssout Number of outgoing TCP streams on srck .
Sdin Number of incoming TCP streams on dstk .
Sdout Number of outgoing TCP streams on dstk .
Gsrc GridFTP instance count on srck .
Gdst GridFTP instance count on dstk .
Nf Number of �les transferred.
Nd Number of directories transferred.
Nb Total number of bytes transferred.

this information into a small set of features. One obvious feature
is the aggregate data transfer rate of the competing transfers. A
second feature, given that network performance is o�en sensitive
to interactions among concurrent TCP connections, is the number
of TCP connections for the competing transfers. As mentioned

The Globus contending transfer rate for a transfer k at its source (src
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E.G., 

Load experienced by a Globus transfer k from srck 
to dstk with rate Rk



What affect transfer performance? -3
Transfers over ESnet testbed 
(less likely to have non-globus load on endpoints)

Transfer over production DTN 
(more likely to have non-globus load on endpoints)
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-4 Contention from other non-globus program also matter!!!



Machine learning models to predict performance

One model for one (source-to-destination) edge; 

Linear model and nonlinear model (Extreme Gradient Boosting *); 

70% for training and 30% for testing; 

Data cleaning: remove transfers that are likely to have unknown load; 

One general model for all endpoint pairs (with two extra features to characterize 

endpoint); 

A representative set of 30k transfer over 30 heavily used edges.

* https://xgboost.readthedocs.io/en/latest/



Data driven models to predict transfer performance
Linear versus nonlinear
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The left Violin plot gives the 
prediction error of the linear 
regression model and the 
right the prediction error of 
eXtreme Gradient Boosting 
model.

Obviously, nonlinear model 
outperforms linear model, implies 
that the relationship is nonlinear. 



Model-based feature importance

Linear regression model based feature significance Nonlinear regression model (XGBoost) based feature significance

Circle size indicates the relative significance of features in the linear model, for each of 30 edges. A 
red cross means that the corresponding feature is eliminated because of low variance.

What we learned:  
Resource contention at endpoint is clear, Ksout, Kdin, Ssout and Sdin are significant in the models.  
Total transfer bytes also matters, means that the startup cost is high.

http://dx.doi.org/11466/globus_A4N55BBDerived feature data: 
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⌘ 2 {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8}

large  means less likely to have 
unknown load because the max is fixed. 

⌘

Select transfers with:

Prediction
Influence of unknown load:



Applicability to other tools

The data we used (e.g. number of TCP connections, number of concurrent 
transferring files, size of the data transfer, number of files) to derive features are 
generic features that impact the performance of any wide area data transfer, 
irrespective of the tool employed. 

The raw data to derive our features can be obtained in a straightforward fashion 
for other data transfer tools such as FTP, rsync, scp, BBCP, FDT, and XDD.

Although we performed this work using Globus data, we believe that our methods and 
conclusions are applicable to all wide area data transfers. 
Because:



Conclude and Future work

 Gain insights into the behavior of wide area data transfers. 

 We derived features from Globus transfer log and studied their importance. 

 We tried to make prediction based on the features we derived.  

 Our models achieve good accuracy when there is less unknown load.

 Unknown load coming from non-globus program is “unavailable”; 

 Can cutting edge methods, e.g deep learning, help for more accurate prediction?
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